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Archetypal Statements by Ann Ree Colton

Units of Measure and Time
The Lord shall preserve thy going out and thy coming in from this time
forth, and even for evermore.
–Psalm 121:8
All time is energy, but is energy in units of measure.
Every plane has its own system of timing. There is an etheric scale of timing, the astral scale
of timing, the mental scale of timing, and the spiritual scale of timelessness. One must have
equal measures of time in each of these planes before he can move beyond phenomena or relativity into timelessness.
One earns the units of measure of time in each plane through initiation in the physical world.
The gravity clock of time in the physical plane is the most difficult to master, as man in physical
life is sealed away from direct knowledge of the supernatural laws and eternal laws supporting
the units of time in Creation.
Man on the physical plane exists in the self-hypnosis of self-preservation and survival. Therefore, in his outer consciousness, he has only conceptual knowledge of time and the units of
measure in life through his dependence upon his senses or sensory antennas.
While living in the physical world, he is aware constantly of the danger of death, failing to
understand the units of measure in the energy-processes of time and space. Knowing only his
limited lesser self and its awkwardness, he restricts himself into centralized spheres of industry,
thinking this to be the Real.
When one who understands and lives within the four planes housing his consciousness life,
and the four bodies housing his soul, meditates upon the universals, he steps out of time and
space into Universal Creation.
When one has the gift of prophecy, he has overcome the time barrier existing within the system
of Maya and the system of karma.
Sanat Kumara, or the Ancient of Days, is the initiator for time-freeing, whereby one is freed
from the Maya fixity or limited units of measure.
The Western world is ruthless in its regard for prophets.
One must have the holy resonance in his voice-tones to be a mediator for the full prism of
tone and sound in the Holy Spirit.
A person who has not found his creation is living in a state of semi-death.
Movement is freedom between time and space.
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